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We take the
guesswork out of
market planning.

Fighting for Credit Unions for over 25 years.

Adapting to meet the changing needs of the financial marketplace

while competing with bank giants can be very costly. Without the

tools, resources, or time to understand market needs, credit

unions can end up reacting to only what larger banks are doing

instead of proactively creating winning strategies. We understand

your struggles and do not want to see credit unions lose market

share or the opportunity to improve the lives of more members.

Over the past 25 years, we've guided 145+ credit unions in using

real market intelligence to develop solid market strategies and

goals. Instead of wasting money on ineffective product, price,

promotion, and delivery strategies, we will help you take the

guesswork out of market planning so you may efficiently grow

market share instead of watching it erode away.

Every one of our market study engagements is custom created to

focus exactly on your stated needs. We will determine and use

only the exact data you need while we produce strategies and

recommendations to help you grow market share.
celcu

Your Mission, Our Vision
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About Us
Your Vision, Our Mission.

001 // Our Personal Touch

To build a strategy that works, a credit union needs a partner –

not an agency. As your partner, we see ourselves as an

extension of your management team. We will listen and

consider every relevant aspect of your business as we work

together to build your strategic, market, or product plan.

002 // Our Credit Union Focus

As proud supporters of the credit union movement, we work

exclusively with credit unions. We have been fighting for credit

unions for decades, providing data-driven strategies supported

by the collective knowledge of the nearly 400 credit unions we

have worked with.

We Guide CUs
to XCEL
One Member
at a Time.
It is our mission to guide credit unions, one by one, to unending growth in

local market share by leveraging the collective knowledge and

experiences of the hundreds of credit unions we have advised.

By focusing on the right metrics and advising on principles before

practices, we arm executives with the confidence and initiative to innovate

and grow their organizations.

Marketing, Finance, Lending, Branches, HR, and more - We have extensive

experience providing solutions in nearly all functions of the organization.

Therefore, whether we are conducting a Market Analysis or Checking

Redesign, our experience allows us to foresee the impact of our solutions

across the entire organization.

Keen Insights.

Our management team and

Board appreciated your market

analysis and presentation... your

insights made our planning

session one of the best ever,

despite being virtual.

Carol H.,

CEO, First US Community

$420MM CU
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+25
-

Years of

Credit Union Experience

Vanguard in Credit Union Market Studies

Kevin Stang, CUXCEL President and Chief Strategist,

is the lead consultant and analyst for all Market

Studies. Kevin has worked with credit unions for

more than 25 years, with over 20 of which spent as

lead strategist at some of the industry’s top

consulting firms. In this time, he had developed full

lines of market analysis solutions with multiple

firms. His extensive work in this area has helped

define how the credit union industry uses market

analytics to project future growth.

001 // Big Firm Experience

A well-balanced consultant, Kevin has a great depth

of knowledge across most major credit union

functions - including marketing, lending, branching,

sales, product development, pricing, risk

management, and staff development. When he is

not performing a Market Study, Kevin brings his

experience to the board room where he routinely

facilitates strategic planning engagements.

002 // Small Firm Touch

In 2018, Kevin founded CUXCEL. The transition from

the ‘big firms’ has allowed him to spend more time

to build groundbreaking project deliverables at a

fraction of the cost to the credit union. But most

importantly, he can better deliver on his personal

mission to advance the credit union movement and

improve lives, one member at a time.

+370
-

Retained Advisory

Credit Union Clients

+145
-

Market Regions

Analyzed or Studied

+175
-

CU Consulting Engagements

(w/ +70 Market Studies)

Our Guide to
Success.

We have engaged with Kevin on

multiple occasions for our

market expansion initiatives,

where he has always guided us to

success with his unbelievable

understanding of credit union

branching, and amazing insights.

Renee T, STCU

$3.4 Billion

Leadership
Kevin Stang



CHART 1. Sample of just a few Qualitative Considerations
for creating Velocity calculation parameters.

CHART 2. Velocity used to Predict EFI.
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Expansion
We blend market, competitor, and member data
to build advanced custom models predicting
branch output.

Branch Plans
Product level growth estimates, competitive
positioning and more are used to suggest
custom branch sales and marketing strategies.

Goal Setting
Flimsy goals result in flimsy execution. We
remove the bias of competition and local
demographic to build more accurate targets.

Market Strategy
Product, Price, Promotions, Brand Evidence, People,
and Processes are all optimally balanced with the
credit union’s Branch/ATM/Virtual strategy.

Our Market Study
Built for Major Market Decisions.

We have
Studied
it all.

The majority of our
experience comes from
in-depth Market Studies,
and not plain Market
Analyses. Our study dives
deep into all facets of the
credit union and the local
market to support big-
budget strategies.

The most important output in
any market study is Estimated
Financial Impact (EFI).

With an accurate EFI for all existing

and potential market areas within a

region, you can create reliable budgets

for structural investments, set branch

performance targets, create custom

budgets and strategies for each

branch, and build a long-term market

strategy you can count on.

Qualitative Considerations

Most market plans are filled with

quantitative measures that are often

mistakenly used as the primary basis

for all market decisions. However,

qualitative factors are equally

important when determining EFI.

CHART 1, above, shows an abbreviated

list of qualitative considerations that

go into our own Velocity Factor, the

most important metric in the financial

impact calculation.

Estimating future growth velocity

requires a deep understanding of

countless variables that affect branch

growth. In addition, you must also

know how these variables work

together. Therefore we will draw

heavily on the knowledge gained from

the 145+ markets we’ve analyzed to

arrive at the perfect blend of

quantitative and qualitative factors to

estimate future growth.

. . . . . . . . . . .

Fast Growing Market
But... Onlywhereyouhavea

strongbrand

New Branch
InsideHomeRegion

New Branch
OutsidetheCU’sHomeRegion

Young High Inc. HHs
Double thebenefitwithbetter
growthandborrowing

ATMNetwork
Deposit -AcceptingMachines

wherepeopleshop

Virtual Network
Online,Mobile,etc.

Not Easily Accessible
Branch isonthewrong
corner,drivepattern,etc.

New Competitor
Specifically, LargeCredit
Union(s) new location(s)

New Competitor
Retail - FocusedBank
Branchopensnearby

Strong Competitors
AfewStrongismoreharmful
thanahandfulofWeak

Many Competitors
Bigorsmall,therearejust a
lotofhandsin thepot.

Older HHs
ReduceFurther if you’re

newtomarket

Ba
rr
ie
rs

Dr
iv
er
s
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Market Indicates Value (e.g. Accuracy, Effort, Expertise) Relative to other vendor’s templated approaches

Our Custom Process
DNA of a Successful Strategy.

Is there Growth Potential in the Region?

All existing and potential markets are

hand-drawn and examined from a

demographic and competitive standpoint.

What Growth can we Achieve?

Demographics are converted to balance

potential as we measure your success in

stealing it from your competition.

How can we Feasibly Achieve It?

Most plausible strategies, from changes in

product to branching, are put to the test

by calculating Estimated Financial Impact.

Market Analysis
Demographic & Competitive

Market Positioning
Performance & Relevance

Market Strategy
Custom Modeling & Expert Advise

Comprehensive
Strategy

With countless sources of data
to analyze, we’ve seen enough
success stories to know what
we really should be looking at.

We have summarized the four
most important focus areas at
the left. Further explanation
on how we examine each can
be found on the next two
pages. However, the way in
which we blend all these
factors is custom to each
institution, and this blend is
the key to an accurate
analysis.

Detailed Market Mapping

Market Demographics

Competitor Influence

Member Performance

Balance Growth Potential

Competitive Positioning

Projected Future Performance

Retail Banking Strategy

Facilitate Consensus and Advisory

+10
Data Sources

+100
Metrics Analyzed

+40
Measures Created

+30
Interactive Reports/Tools

No Stone
is Left
Unturned

No two market studies are alike. Everything is custom built

beginning with over 1,000 fields of potential data from at least

10 different sources. From here we draw on what our

experience has taught us is essential to building the right

model. The result is a perfect blend of customized metrics

revealing the unique dynamics of each market.

the
Market
» Market Growth

» Balance and Product

the
Competition
» Competitive Pressures

» Market Alignment

the
Credit Union
» Member / Branch Trends

» Market Presence

the
Location
» Building and Structures

» Street Level Positioning

Step 1: Segment Step 2: Evaluate Step 3: Build Your Strategy
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Key Focus Areas
Our Blended Analytics.

Market Potential

Most providers buy market data from a single source to

reduce their costs while we blend numerous sources to

create accurate financial output estimates.

Primary Inputs

» Consumer Surveys, National Surveys (Optional P$YCLE)

» Block Group Level Census, ACS, HUD

» HMDA, FDIC, and NCUA

Existing Market Presence

We must look at existing performance to determine

potential. But, in doing so we also are learning what

has and has not worked to grow the branch.

Primary Inputs

» Brand Image, Marketing Efforts

» Branch History/Origins within the Market

» Prod/Svc. Value Proposition, (CU and Branch level)

Achieving Demographic Alignment

Whether you’re competing with a large institution or a

small CU “killing it” with a niche product, we will find how

your business model best aligns with the local market.

Primary Inputs

» Demographic Segmentation, Attitudinal Behaviors

» Race, Creed, and Social Factors

» Cursory Competitive Study

Street Level Positioning

One of the most overlooked considerations in a

market study is branch siting. We have witnessed

significant returns by relocations a “rock throw” away.

Primary Inputs

» Traffic Patterns and Traffic Counts

» Accessibility and Visibility

» Surrounding businesses and FIs

Market Growth

Without Market Growth, we must steal business

from the competition. If you have a weak market

presence, you want to see strong market growth.

Primary Inputs

» 5-year Projections, Age, Race, and more

» Local Studies (Construction Permits and more)

» Shifts in Demographic Mix from market to market

Member & Branch Trends

Existing performance in nearby or similar markets will

provide a solid baseline. We’ll study performance in all

markets to help understand what drives growth.

Primary Inputs

» Product & Service Performance by Demographic

» Recent Activity & Growth

» Intangibles (Member Survey, Branch/CU Culture)

Competitive Pressures

We’ve worked with market-leading CUs down to single

branch CUs. This range in viewpoints help us to adjust

our models to estimate lost or stolen market share.

Primary Inputs

» Count, Size, and Market Presence of Banks and CUs

» Top Competitor Business Model, Value Prop, & Targets

» Influence of Online Institutions

Structural Investments

From Express Branches to Full Service, ATM to PTM, or

Closing, Remodeling and Opening locations, we will

recommend the best mix of market investments.

Primary Inputs

» Attitudinal Behaviors, Brand Identity

» Branch/ATM/PTM Capabilities

» Estimated Financial Impact Model
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$5.7 $16.6 $22.7 $27.9
$11.2

$26.8
$21.6

$25.8

$12.3
$23.7

$1.1

Stolen Dep$ Growth Natural Growth Dep$ Additional Dep$ Growth by Adding Branch

38.4% 36.0% 33.3% 29.6% 27.9% 18.5%

2.68% -1.34%
4.44%

1.14% 1.77% 0.88%

6.97%

-3.72%

13.32%

3.86%

6.36%
4.76%

Market Share

Growth Velocity (Past 2yr Avg.)

Velocity Ratio (Velocity / Market Share)

Outputs
Actionable Intelligence

Branch Siting Report (above)

Arriving at Estimated Financial Outputs for existing and

prospective markets takes a keen understanding of input

sources and Advanced Modeling. Key Inputs:

» Your Credit Union’s Historical Growth Velocity in Area

» Influence of Network Locations

» Blend of Consumer Survey, ACS, and Census Metrics

» Competitor Proximity and Market Presence

» Calibrating Measures using Actuals (NCUA, FDIC, HMDA, etc.)

Affected Adjacent Market New Branch, Same Market Distant Market in RegionDifferent Region

Close RemodelOpen 2nd Relocate Develop Downsize

Other Sample Outputs from your Market Study

Relocated Remodeled DevelopedClosed

-$850k

Loss in total deposits after 3-5
years for the entire market
after closing one of your four
branches in the region.

Increase in total loans in the
next 3-5 years as a result of
deepening relationships and
attracting new borrowers.

Increase in Checking balances
from new members in the next
3-5 years after refreshing your
look and improving delivery.

Increase in total member
balances (65% loans) as a
result of maximizing
marketing & sales efforts.

+$1.2MM +$150k +$450k

The example output below comes from advanced Estimated

Financial Impact (EFI) models customized for the various

initiatives shown. The data model begins with computing “best

case” returns by market. Next we add additional inputs from

what we’ve learned from existing efforts relative to alike

competitive pressures. From here, your advisor makes final

adjustments based on similar experiences of other credit

unions, your market presence, value proposition, and more.

Other Key Reports

Your Market Study includes over 30 Market Demographic

reports, summary sheets, calculators, and more. Other

included reports you might not expect are shown below.

» New Mover Analysis

» Competitive Market Share (HH, Deposits, Loans, Mtgs.)

» 1st Mortgage Loans Originated by Age (actual balances)

» Financial Life-Stage Segmentation

» Product Balance Share

Growth Velocity

Growth Velocity is the driving force behind the advanced models used to determine an estimate

for returns on various initiatives (like the six examples in the chart above).

» We begin by understanding what has driven growth velocity in the past 2-5 years.

» We explore further by holding market share (above), branch age, and other factors constant.

» We finally consider competitive and other factors to project velocity over the next 5 years.

0015<<<<Confidential>>>>Market Study Proposal
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Collaboration
Milestone Meetings.

Deliverables
Tools and Reports.

Executive Summary.

The final output of your Market Study is the Executive

Summary. This document will go through many iterations as

we continually refine our strategy. The final document will

include a summary of actionable recommendations.

Market Area Mapping - Validation

We begin each study by ensuring we have a full understanding of the

region(s) reviewed. This includes a virtual drive of the area, studying

local research, and discussions/surveys with local credit union staff. We

finally finish by meticulously outlining all of the markets in the region(s).

Individualized Branch Plan(s)

Growth Estimates, Branch Goals, and all Recommendations

related to the target area’s success, including: Marketing ,

Sales, Target Audience, Messaging and more. Product, E-

Service Strategy and more.

Market Overview - Focus Area

We will discuss numerous potential strategies from the market analysis

and narrow the list to those the credit union would most likely pursue.

As a result, we’ll spend more time creating advanced ROI models for

likely scenarios as opposed to generic ones that cover all scenarios.

Potential Market Overview.

Time lapse expansion scenarios spanning the next 5-10 years

illustrating the optimal branch, ATM, expansion and relocation

at current and ‘hopeful’ growth rates. We will also identify

potential merger targets to help expedite this growth.

Market Discovery

Our primary goal is to deliver recommendations the credit union will

confidently execute on. This engagement includes team surveys

and/or 1-on-1 interviews designed to draw key insights into the

area(s) of study that may contribute to the path of the project.

Individual Market Summary(s).

While all of the above are forms of interpreted data, the

individual market summaries include maps, tables, charts,

and graphs of the market intelligence used to arrive at these

conclusions.

Final Market Study Review

Based on the outcome of the Planning Session, we will transform

our deliverables into true action plans, and include any other inputs

the credit union requires to gain greater confidence in implementing

the plan. We will present these results in a final webinar.

Interactive Market Scorecard.

The market scorecard blends all of the major demographic

variables used to evaluate the entire region’s markets.

Change weighting factors such as life-stage, loan balance

potential, and more to optimize the output to your needs.

Market Overview Tool.

All of the charts and graphs used in the individual market

summaries are included in this interactive tool. Choose any

blend of specific areas to include on a single chart and use

the resulting chart in your management/board reports.

Advanced Market ‘What-If’ Calculator.

This simple to use calculator can really pack a punch.

Generated from over 100 fields of standard and calculated data,

create market estimates for HH, Mtg, Loan, and Dep. growth

simply by manipulating future growth velocity estimates.

12 Months of Advisory.

We understand the findings and recommendations from this

study will not be implemented right away. This is why we will

remain as an advisor on any activity involving the use of the

our deliverables for the 12 months following its delivery.

1

2

3

4
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01 - Kickoff

Gain Market Knowledge

» Virtual or Physical Drive through the
study region.

» Discussions with the project lead and
others on the expectations of the study.

» Review of the hand-drawn market areas
within the region.

06 - Discuss

Obtain Consensus

» Strategic Planning format, onsite or Web
Enabled presentation.

» Executive Team and Market Analysis Team
member audience.

» Overcome the Barriers of execution and
arrive at consensus on direction.

02 - Inputs

Collect Necessary Inputs

» Current period address, product ID,
balance, open date, Member duration

» 2-4 years of historical data for the above
listed fields.

» Indirect, merger, or other relevant
identifiers. Age and Income Segments.

08 - Deliver

Kickoff Implementation

» Summary of final direction and
motivational kickoff presentation.

» Executive Team and Market Analysis Team
member audience.

» 1-on-1 Strategic Advisory Sessions with
Branch managers, Marketing, and others.

03 - Observations

Request Feedback

» Open Discussions with staff living in the
focus region.

» Executive Team and Market Analysis Team
all invited to participate.

» Team surveys and select follow up 1-
on-1s.

08 - Advise

Continued Support

» Upon Request presentations to branches,
board, and others.

» Assistance in utilizing calculators,
interpreting information and more.

» Schedule meetings directly from
www.cuxcel.com/client.

Project Timeline &
Client Expectations.

01 -
Market Area
Mapping

06 -
Facilitated
Action Workshop

02 -
Member Data
Collection

08 -
Final Report
Presentation

Weeks Weeks

03 -
Preliminary
Findings Review

08 - 60
12 Months of
Advisory

Start with well drawn out market boundaries

Obtain the optimal input fields for evaluation

Inquire about initial findings and obtain feedback

Obtain Consensus on Final Direction

Layout final plan and kickoff implementation

Assist through implementation
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Strategic
Planning

Actionable and Executable

Product Design

Modernize your checking and
products to fit todayʼs needs.

Turnkey Marketing

We handle the copy, design, &
marketing fulfillment to top

Plan Management

We ensure your Team stays
engaged with Plan Execution.

Employee Survey

Transform your culture
with our Engagement

Market Study

Leverage your branches
and Brand equity.

Advisory Service

We guide team members to
implement winning

MBI Dashboards

Monitor predictive metrics
and create targeted

Custom Consulting

Leverage the collective
knowledge of 100ʼs of CUʼs.

Consulting Offers
Choose your Market Project.

Our Services
Other Credit Union Services

Key Deliverables*
(Includes Executive Summary w/presentation) Analysis Study Retainer

1. Individual Market Summaries

2. Market Overview Tool

3. Interactive Market Scorecard

4. Individualized Branch Plans

5. Phase I,II, and III Study (page 10)

6. Advanced Market ‘What if’ Calculator

7. Market Planning Engagement (Workshop, Meetings)

8. 12 Months of Advisory on Findings

9. On-Demand Market Maps & Reports

10. Merger Monitoring

Service Fee Call for Quote Call for Quote Call for Quote

Service Options
This entire proposal outlines all of the processes and deliverables for the highlighted Market “Study” en-
gagement below. The “Study” is designed for those looking for solutions, whereas the “Analysis” is just data.

The “Retainer” adds additional services beyond the standard advisory. Examples include requests for re-
ports or maps on different boundaries, monitoring potential merger partners, and more.

*Pricing includes 1 Region with up to 5 Locations. Contact us for custom pricing on additional regions and locations.

Plan your Strategy.

Get the Arrow Aimed in the

right direction with Strategies

built to drive results.

Execute with Us.

Execute with excellence as we

provide the hands, expertise,

and coaching to get it done.

Get Tools to Transform

Keep a Pulse on your Strategy

Execution with our culture

transforming tools.

Inquire about savings when combining your
Market Project with other CUXCEL Services.


